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On the basis of the investigationsso far completed on the
behavior of 2TL1 power ylants under various operating conditions,
in which the influence of’the ioropellercharacteristics is of con-
siderable importance, the.mout important aspects of a control
system for turbine-propolkr jet power plants are deduced. A
simple possible means for its concrete realization, which is also
applicable to TL [NACA comment: TL, jet] power plants, is pre-
sented by means of exs,mples. A control device of this Icindis
now being developed.

The investigationsof

INTRODUCTION

the control of turbine-propeller jet
~ower plants, which were carried out fol,lowin~the ~revious work
(references 1 to 3) on the control of gas-turEine p;wer plants
for aircraft, az’enot yet completed; however, the results now
available’allcw tho essential outlines of a simp,leand adequake
control system for turbine-propeller jet power plants to be shown.
Because regulators for turbine-propellerjet power plants will be
needed in the immediate future, this report will give the most
practically imyortant results obtained at the present stage of
the investigations.

Whereas in the jet power plant there is, aside from the fuel
supply, only one adjustable part,,namely, the Jet nozzle, to be
controlled, in the turbine-propeller‘jetpower plant there are in

*“Vor,l&~fige.rBericht fiber.die Grundlagen der Regelung von
PTL-Triebwerken.“ Ikutsche Luftfahrtforkchung,Untersuchungen und
Mitteilungen Nr. 1272. Deutsche V’rsuchsanstaltf. Luftfahrt. E. V..
Inst. f. motorisches
Adlershof, ZWB, June

1 NACA comment:

Arbeitsver$ahrenund Thermodynamic, Ber~in- ‘
9, 1944.

turbine-propeller jet, PTL.
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the first instance two such adjustable parta, the propeller and the
jet nozzle. Only on the basis of experimental findings is it pos-
sible to answer the question of whether the alteration of the jet-
nozzle cross section my be dispensed with in general or in particular
cases. Insofar as the setting of the jet nozzle and of the variable-
pitch propeller is not fixed, there is added to the three arbitrarily
variable parameters associated with the Jet power plant the Mach

number Ma. of the flight speed W. (Ma. =
4wo/ 8~LRLTo; Mo =

the velocity of sound in the atmosphere), the pressure ratio in the
compressor p2/pl, and the ratio Of the temperature ahead of the
turbine to that of the atmosphere ~3/%> a fourth arbitrarily
variable parameter, that is, the division of power output between
jet nozzle and propeller.

1. IIWE3TIGATION OF

IN OTTIWM

POTKER

For simplification of
here, it is appropriate to

TURBINE-PROPELLER JET POWER PLANT

DIVISION OF PROPULSIVE

BETWEEN JET NOZZLE

AND PROPELLER

the very complicated relations involved
consider first turbine~propeller Jet power

plants having that division of power output at which the specific fuel
consumption reaches its optimum value2. For this case it may easily

‘be shown3 that the.follc@nG equation applies to the velocity W5
of the Qas emerging from the jet nozzle:

W5 =
~d2

%p v*5t-pol
Wo

21nsofar as the gas flow throu@ the turb$ne is unaffected by the
alteration of back yressure~ the $reatest thrust iS also attained at
this sane division of power output.

3See appendix for the derivation.
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T& velocity coefficient of jet nozzle
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= ‘P+ d (In ‘z)_~~=constantUP + d (b. Np-w) A>nI_ =constant

5S the “differentialefficiency” of the propeller, that is,
the efficiency with which a change in the shaft pow-erinput to the
lxropelleris utilized. (See sketch.)

I

Np-w
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)
)d L*t-Pol ~= constant

which is the differential efficiency of the turbine calculated from
the polytropic curve4 and frcm the total (static and dynamic) pressure
ahead of and behind the turbine analogous to V5P.

‘%

NY-w
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P
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‘P

‘P ,
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Q up
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kl =

Np-w

D 2fi
3P

!?UP 4

Np-v = Sp Wo

N_p-v_A k~

7P Nv-w q
L

P

propeller thrust

shaft power input to propeller (nkg/sec not hp)

advance ratio of propeller

speed, rpm

tip speed of propel~er

thrust coefficient of propeller
.

power coefficient (= turning moment coefficient
kd) of propeller

propulsive power output of propeller
(mkg/sec not hp)

efficiency of propeller

aj.rdensity

4By use of the polytropic curve any special consideration of the
recoverable heat of friction may be disregarded.
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Dp diiumeterof propeller
~. ..,. ,, .,
,?
,) ,“ Lt

,. ~. , , .

i ‘*t-pOl = L* turbine efficiency calculated from polytropic
t-pol curve and from total pressure ahead of and

behind turbine

Lt turbine power output per kilogram of gas

L*t -pol polytropic work of expansion in turbine
between total pressures ahead of and behind
turbine per kilogram of gas

If 7P or q*t-pol is constant

or

In order to obtain an over-all view of the relations in the
turbine-propeller Jet power plant, in a manner similar to that used.
earlier (reference 3) for the Jet power plant, the behavior of the
power plant will be investigatedat various values of Mach number
Ma., flight speed, pressure ratio in the compressor P2/Pl, and
temperature ratio T5/To when operating with optimum division of
power output, that is, with the jet velocity determined as in the
previous equation and with constant efficiencies of the component
units. The following values are assuned as the basis of the
computations:

Turbine efficiency calculated on polytropic curve

Compressor efficiency calculated on polytropic
curve. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * .

Efficiency of propeller and gearing . . . ~ . . .
Efficiency of impact scoop . . . , . . . . . . .
Efficiency of combustion chamber , . . . . . . .
Velocity coefficient of jet nozzle . . . . . . .
Outflow coefficient of ‘turbinenozzle . . . . . .
Pressure drop P2-P3 in combustion chamber

disregarded. . . . , , . . . . . , . . . . . .

“ ‘l*t-pol = 0.75

. . 72-pol = 0.85

. . VP = 0.75

. . ~st = 0.90
● . ~b = 0.95
. . ~d= 0.96
. . Vt = 0,94
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Figure 1 showss an end:i-~sult that is Particularly important
for regulation, nauel.ythe tempera~ure ratios T3/To, and T~/T~
(T~, .+eml,eratureahead of the .comnres~~r)at which kh.eSpe~if’~G

fuel consumption bS for a p?rtic;la~ jet thrust attains its optimum
value b~in. Additional curves chow the temperature ratios at whj.ch
the specific fuel consumption is z and s yercent greater than the
minimum. In the region lying between two curves of’the same family
[NACA comment: Aplarantly families of constant deviation] the dif-
ference from the optimum value .ofthe specific fuel consumption remains
in each case less than the respective 2 or 5 percent value.

The shape of these curves is without doubt very strongly
influenced by the assumptions that are the basis of.the computa-
tions; in particular, the changes in the component efficiencies,
which occur in actual practice in different ope>-stingregions, may
be expected to cause considerable differences from tines}lapecomputed
here. However, because with the exception of the propeller efficiency
the curves of the compone~~tefficiencies plotted against various flight
speeds will with appropriate design of the power plant be approximately
the same in each case, the following conclusions for which general
validity may probably be claimed can be drawn from figure 1 independ-
ently of specific values:

1. The influence of flight speed on the combinations of values
of T3/’To or T#Tl and of P2/Pl that are most favorable with
regard to fuel consumption is very limited, and therefore it may be
disregarded evefiwhen a high standard of accuracy of control is
required, provided that no considerable changes occur in the propeller
efficiency. (See following paragraphs.)

2. There is only a small variation of bS/b&in over a rather
large region [NACA comnent: For a rather large variation of tempera-
ture ratio at constant pressure ratio]; an exact adherence to the
most favorable values of T3/To or T3/T1 is thus unnecessary.

. . . . .,,

In figure 2.the jet.nQzzle flow area Fd (expressed in terms
.ofits ratio .tothe tuTbine-noz,zleflow area Ft) is slmwn as a
function of the thrust.coefficient o . S/Ftpo (total thrust per

unit of turbine-nozzleflow area at an atmospheric pressure of 1),

—

5The differences between the curves within each group are
than the limits of accuracy of tie computati&s at the present

~

less
time.
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for two Mach numbers of flight speed. Most strikingly evident is
the marked ~~~se of the jet-nozzle flow area with increasing
thrutit C06fficieritas Well’”ds‘ti~fnc~ewse’ofjet-nozzl~’ flow area
with decreasing flight speed, which follows from the proportion of
jet velocity to flightspeed. At full power output it would,
according to this reasoning, be necessary,in order to realize the
most favorable division of output between jet and propeller, to
increase the jet-nozzle flow area with decreasing speed, Considerat-
ions to be set forth later wfl~ show, however, that because of the
change in propeller efficiency, which was disregarded in the compu-
tations, su~,h a regula~~on is, in general, Umecessary and useless.

By observine the most important practical flying c!mdition in
PI?aCtiCe, that of horizontal flight, it may easily be seen that
the following relation applies for a particular aircraft with a
coefficient of reeislxance cw:

.

0 = Cw Mao2

The influen~e.of the thrust coefficient on decreasing jet-
nozzle flow area with decreasing flight speed largely halaIIC.eS
the direct influence of flight speed, and therefore differences
in the jet-nozzle flow area that are calculated to meet the
requirement of optimum division of power output at various
l~adings are not so very large.

II. I~UEC OF DMSION OF POl~ OUTPUT ON

A.11hmestj,gation will nowbe ~de of’tjheetient of the
decrease in power output and fuel ~onsumption if the most favorable
division of power.output is dep~ted from. Figure 3 shows, for
~~o = 0.3 and 0.7 in addition tO the bS = btiin curve taken
from figure z, the curve of those jet-nozzle flow areas for which,
with the same co~elation between T3/To and P2/P1 [I!ACA comment:
The correlation as for bsmin in optimum division of output] the
specific fuel con~ption is increased 2 percent above the oPt@um
value and the thrust is decreased 2 percent6. It is evident that

!Be~ause with decreasing t&ust bsmin also increases,’the
distance betweanthe curves b~ = 1.02 btiin is somewhat eater
that the dietince between the curves o = 0.98 OHX.
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the area between two associated curves, in which the deterioration
of the specific fuel consumption and of the thrust remains less than
2 percent, is very large, particularly for Ma. = 0.3. Although the
numerical values mmt not be generalized, this general truth follows
rather certainly from these investigations:

The change in the specj.ficfuel consumption and in the total
thrust due to a change in the jet-nozzle flow area ever a ratlner
large range is 30 small that rather considerabltidepartures from the
theoretical optim,u~value of the Jet-nozzle flow area are permissible.

In accordance with the previous paragraph,during horizontal flight
an exact adaptation of the jet-nozzle flow area to the operating condi-
tions from.moment to moment would offer no important advantage with
regard to fuel consumption as compared with a fixed ,jet-nozzleflow
area, therefore the question arises of whethei requlatio~lof the ~et-
nozzle flow area can be dispensed with entirely. In mrder to answer
this question decisively consideration.of the acbu.alcourse of varia-
tion of the propeller efficiency is necessary.

III. CONSIDE.PATIONOF VARYING EFFICIENCY OF PROPELLER

The simplifying assumption upon which the fore~oing reasoning has
been based, namely that the propeller efficiency remains constant,
departs rather markedly frou the actual situation over a large part
of the propeller-characte~isticsdiagram. If the difference between
computation and reality is not to become too large, ‘aneffort ml.lstbe
made to avoid as far as possible those parts of the propeller-
charactei-isticsdiagram that exhibit marked decreases in efficiency.
In so doing a certain approximation of the rE?SU?L~S wili be de-cermined
that would be obtained tf comp~~.tations, which took into account the
varying efficiencies (see the equation of W5 with ?&p)9 were made

for a specific power planfiin such a computation the requirement of
optimum fuel utilization and maximum total thrust would necessarily
lead to the avoidance of most of the region of poor propeller
efficiencies.

The following fact i% decisive for the behavior of the propeller:
The lift coefficient, which is operative on the blades of a particular
variable-pitch propeller at a particular speedj air density, and power
is many times greater at low flight speeds than at high speedsY
especially in propellers with very high advance ratios, such as the
propellers being considered must have because of the high fl~ght
speeds involved. Hencej at low speeds and especially at take-off,
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\
\ the danger arises of a sep~ationof the flow and a consequent-,----,.—.
~ limitation of the-propeller thrust;-whereas at high flight speeds

the propeller efficiency drops markedly because of the small lift
,, coefficients in conjunction with high tip-speed.Mach numbers. AS

an example, figure 4 shows a propeller-characteristics diagram
recorded by the lNZT (reference 4)(Mach number less than 0.3)~

In order to bring out in its most generally valid form the
re”la.tion between the operating conditions of the turbine-propeller
jet power plan! end, the location of the operating point in the
propeller-characteristicsdiagram, the following representation
will be found appropriate. From

‘2-aa=w‘+
it follows that the tip speed of the propeller is

Also

adiabatic pressure head

pressure coefficient of

in.-essurecoefficient of

of compressor

compressor

compressor for a chosen reference
point, which may be aes%n point

tip speed of compressor

acceleration of gravity

—.

7The efficiency, the values of which are used in this figure, is
not precisely identical with ‘qP.
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%
‘pl =q’ ratio of tip speed of propeller to that of compressor

‘L gas conetamt for “air

‘L exponent of adiabatic curve for air

By con~olidation of the factors that are unvarying for a particular
power plant into constants cl} C7, and C3, the following equa-
tions Yor the characteristics of tie propeller may be derived frcm
previous equations:

Ma. IT–=====I,j;‘dVance‘atio A= c1 /
jal -ad \

i

—-—

‘LTO

(s~ +
Thrust factor ks = C2 - ~

‘~-ad ‘+’n— ..—
RLTO

in which the portion of the thrust coefficient of the power plant
attributable to the propeller is

‘%
—=CP1’.pbo

and the characteristic ‘~aluefor the poT~ertransmitted to the
propeller is

Lsp Ma.
=.— = A

‘P
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Thus if the quantity
>m->. . “....,.

()‘2-ad ‘5
RLTO

or

Op
E~. —

‘2-ad——
RLTO

is plotted against the quantity

Ma.-.
A= —)

‘2 -ad.—
RLTO

a graph is obtained that differs from propeller-characteristicsdiagrams
of the type shown in figure 4 only in the scale of the coordinates and
the influence of the correction factor $~*n.8 But the ratio $fin,
which is a function of the compressor-characteristicsdiagram, changes
only to a limited degree in the region of higher power-plant output
(relative to the respective full.power at any moment). It decreases
with decreasing gas temperature and especially with decreasing speed
and thereby causes a shift of the operating point along a parabola of
the third or of the second degree passing through the zero point of the
coordinate system.

Figure 5 shows this conformation for the idealized example
(Ma. = 0.3 and 0.7) already considered. The curves of constant pres-
sure ratio are here stra:lghtlines parallel to the ordinate axis. The
value of %2 rises primarily with increasing temperature ratio T3/To.
The variation of E2 with Mach number Ma. is different in various

%or a particular power plant, it will naturally be preferable to
make use of the direct relation between Hz-ad and n (in order that
the correction factor ~/$n disappears) and to use n/ fl~ as para-
meter instead of P21P1 ●



3.2

parts of the o~erating r~ll.geaAt the values principally in current
use$ this ya.riationis quite small for the caee discussed here
(namely, that of most advantageous division of propulsive power
between propeller ad. jet nozzle at constant efficiencies of the
component units), With a fi,xed”jet-nozzleflow area there ”would
be, with customary desiag, a decrease of %2 of the order of magni-
tude of 10 to 3’0percecltwith a decrease in Mach number Ma. from
0.7 to 0.3.

From figl~re4 it is evident that witli,for example, an advance
ratio A = 0.12 (correspondingto a flight speed of 100 km/hr, if
the flight speed for A . 1.0 mounts to about 800 km/hr) a limit
is already reached at a blade angle of incidence of 31,50 and a
consequent power factor of kl = 0.02 beyond which a further increase
of power applied to the propeller will produce no increase of the
p~opeller tlh.rnst<gIf it is required that this limit not be “exceeded
and if, for example, at sea level the ratio of propeller power input
at low flight speed to that at maximum speed is 0.8 to 1, then
accordingly at maximum speed at sea level (for example, “A= 0.8) a
power factor of not more than kz = 0.025 would be possible, whereas
the optimum propeller efficiency would lie at greater values of kl.
With decreasing atmospheric temperatu-re,that is, increasing alti-
tude, at unaltered s~eed and combustion temperature T3 in horizon-
tal flight k~ will increase and also flight speed and A in
accordance with the marked increase of u.

Accordingly, at full power an increase of the value k~ at
high flight speeds and a decrease at low flight speeds must be
found; this is possible in the first case by mear.sof an increase
and in the second by means of a decrease of the jet-nozzle flow
area as compared with that computed for a constant propeller effi-
ciency. Therefore the considerable increase in the most advantageous
jet-nozzle flow area calculated for decreasing flight speed at higlh
thrust coefficients with a COnStant prOpeller efficiency is Substan-
tially reduced and under certain circumstances even more than
balanced.

More exact results will be obtained if the equation for the
most advantageous jet velocity W5 is used with the actual dif-
ferential efficiency of the propeller ?Ep” This efficiency would
be, for example in figure 4, at A = 0.8 and k2 = 0.025 about
15 perceritlarger (that is, T)bp- 7P = 0.15) and at A = 0.43 ad

9Because ‘~~n= O at this point, the maximum propulsive effect
would lie at a still smaller propeller power.
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= 0.022 about 10 percent’smaller than the
~ --~ ~roper,~~~ere~, the Jet-nozzle.fldw.area-for

13

propeller efficiency
most. advantageous

division of power,, as computed for’con6t&nt efficiencies of the
component units would be about 1.7 times as large for A = 0.43 as
for X = 0.8 if the value of qbp is used instead of VP, the
difference in most advantageous jet-nozzle flow areas will amount
to only about 20 percent. In this case an ,exact regulation of the
jet-nozzle flow area would provide no noteworthy advantage over a
properly selected fixed jet-nozzle flow area.

Conversely, at still lower flight speeds with full power,
particularly in take-off, a reduction of the jet-nozzle flow area
as compared with the value for high-speedflj.ght would lead to an
increase of the thrust, which, under certain circumstances, could
be significant. It is planned to investigate these questions fur-
ther. Possibly greater differences will appear with various power
plants, depending upon the respective designs.

By further consideration of the especially important case of
horizontal flight, using the already noted relation o = C.WMao2,
it is possible to obtain from figure 5 an approximate survey of
the position of the operating point’in the propeller-characteristics
diagram under various opera;ing conditions. It may be seen that
with decreasing power, ~ generally decreasee only to a limited
degree at first, because — excepting at very high altitudes — Cw
changes only slightly in ths region of high power (relatlve to full
power) and therefore the influence of Ma. on ~ is to a lzrge

extent balanced by the oppo~ite influence of the thrust coefficient.
0, which decreases roughly with Mao2. Not until the flight condi-
tions approach those of flight at the best gliding angle does there
result, corresponding te the marked increase of Cw occurring then,
a rather marked reduction of ~. The values of the actual advance
ratio and of the actual power factor k?. are less than the values

X and ~Z - m or-(1$/$n)3/2 respectively.by the factors ).

It is evident from thyse considerations that a correlation of
T3/To or T3/Tl with Pzfpl as illustrated in figure 1 (curve
b~ = bain in fig. 5) if computed on the assumption of constant

propeller efficiency would be rather disadvantageous because with
decreasing power the value of l?~ drops relatively rapidly here
and a region of poor propeller efficiency would thus be entered.
The most advantageous valuas of T3/Tl as a function of pz/pl
lie substantially higher when the actual propeller efficiency is

L—---- ,,,,,,..,,,,,
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taken into consideration. This is also sho~~ by the relatively
steep course of the cu::ves u = constant .infigure 5, which is
very much steeper tl~anthe slope of tne c~rves of constant propeller
efficiency in the propeller-characteristicsdiagram. Hence~ in this
region where the values of, ~Fz are ~~mallerthan correspond to maxi-
mum propeller effic~.ency,at a Riven;thrust coefficient the propeller,, — ,.
efficiencyincreases With increasin8 kz, that is, with increasil%
T3/To. Therefore, starting from full-power operation it will gen-
erally be des;rable at high ~tnospileri-ctemperatures, that is at
low values of T3/To, to brin~ abov.ta decrease of power at first
primarily through a reduction of the p.reseureratio P211PlJ thy: is,
of the speed with only a smalj.deci-easein the gas temperature.
Whether this decrease also apylies to’l~w atmospheri~ temperatures
deyends upon the special characteri.sticflof the power plant in
question.

The relations are different in cl~gbing flight. In this case,
the most rapid possible reduction of El, that is starting from
full---poweroperatiol~tiiemost rapid pcssi”b.lereduction of the gas
tem~oerature,is desirable for propeller ~f’ficiency,At lower power
(relative to full ~~ow~r).transition could then be made back to the
correlation of T3/T1 with F2/P1 selected for horizontal flight.
The question of whether the gain thus obtainable justifies the
required expense must be.answered primarily ~.nterms of individual
cases.

An adjustment of the jet nozzle may also become necessary from
the viewpoint of the loadin~ on the propeller gear system. For the
reduction of the s~jaceand weight requike?centsit is appropriate to
design the gearin~ for a somewhat higher :~ltitudethan sea level.
In,order to avoid an overloading of the g~~i-i~ at high power output
at low altitudes, the jet-nozzle flow aree.mu.s’tbe so reduced after
the permissible load on the gearin~ is re:,chedthat this loading is
not exceeded; in the rest of the operatinU range the jet-nozzle flow
area can remain fixed. In generalj in the region where adjustment
is necessary the Jet-nozzle flow area will become smaller as the”
power relative to full power is greater, as the atmospheric pres-
sure and the flight speed are hi~her, and as the atmospheric
ternperaturois lower.

10 Such a regulation is also advanta8ecTm with respect to the
in.flue:nceof Mach num’be:’ron propeller efficiency (which is not
exyressed in fig. 4).
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IV. POSSIBIX MEANS OF EFFECTING CONTROL OF

TURBINE-PROPELLERJE’1POWER ??LANT
. ,,. ,,,... ., .,. .,,-— ,:,. .. . ..,

In the control of the turbine.propellerj~t power plant, arrange-
ments for the m.eamxrementand the limitation of the fuel quantity
that can operate on principles prevlou~ly treated (reference 2)~1
will le necessary. The arrangements for the limitation of’the fuel
quantity are based upon the fact that, at a conwtant combustion-chamber
efficiency, the quotie~lt B/p3 or the weight of fuel consumed per hour
divided by the p~es~ure a~leadOf the turbin,e,at which ti~ie maximum
permissible gas temperature ahead of the turbine or the pump limit is
reached, is a function of the temperature ahead of (or behind) the
compressor and of the speed. As long as the velocity in the nozzles
of the turbine remains belcw the critical velocity, a certain varia-
tion with the pressure ratio in the turbine nozzle also exist8 and
hence with the pressure ratio P31P4 in the turbine; this variation,
however, insofar as it IS not accounted for indirectly in the speed,
may in most cases be disre~arded. Marked alterations in the je-t-
nozzle flow area, holrever,might raise the question of arranging a
response to this factor; this can be done in a simple manner, for
example, by a small correction to p3 dependent upon the back pres-
sure12 p4, (See subsequent paragraphs.) Changes in the combustion-
chamber efficiency with changes in p3 may also be accounted for by

s~ll corrections to P3.

The second function of the control systen is the settin~ of.the
adjustable pl”oyellerjwhich ma,yoccur in the usual manner throu@l
selection of the speed. As previously shown, ~.nthe region of rather
low power (l-elativeto full power) the pre~sure ratio p2/pl and
therefore the value of n/lfi tklatcorresponds to the best fuel
consumption can be exyessed with sufficient accuracy as a function
of T3/Tl. For the indirect determination of the temperature ratio
T3/Tl, use of the quotient of -theweight of fuel consumed per hour
divided by a pressure is appropriate. From the flow equation for
the turbine nozzle it follows that

llThe samnle designs sketchecltherein to illustrate the various
basic princi~l~s separately from each other will naturally undergo
superficial alterations in being consolidated into a “singleregulator
unit.

121n many cases the followinG alternative would be poseible:
w~th decreased jet-nozzle flow area, a small overflow valve in the
line to the injection nozzles could open and divert some of the fuel.

.-
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BB FtX m Fti,
—..= — —.— —— = .— ..—.—.—.—.—

{PS ~ (~+-m)~RGT3 t~~ (l+m) R;

where the second factor is only slightly variable. (~ . weight of
air yer unit time; ~,= outflow factor, which at lower than critical
pressure ratio in the t,urbinenozz,leis a function of this ratio;
(reterence 1, p. 5). The fuel-air mixture ratio m with constant
combustion-chamberefficiency depends only on the temperature behind
the compressor T2 and the temperature ahead of the turbine T3.
Similai-lyto the fuel quantity limitation, therefore in a particular
power plant with a prescribed correlation of T~/Ti with p2/Pl or

n/l&> the quantity B/p3 is very nearly a function of the speed
n and of the temperature ahead of the compressor T1 or conversely,
n ‘is a function of B/p3 and ‘TI. The course of this function is
to be deter”min.edfor each ~ower plant in accordance with the require-
ment of best possible fuel util~zation by use of the specific data
for the componen’~units.

In practice, however, cases can arise in which B/p3 Tlotted
against n exhibits a minimum or changes only so very slowly with
changes in n that a sufficiently exact correlation of n with
B/F3 is either impossible or very difficult. In many cases
(see fi~. 6) the quantity B/p3 is therefore of no further value
for regulation because if’the power were to be changed by the
selection of a different value of B/p3 the fuel quantity would
only S.1OW1Yreach its final value, coi-respondiilgto the change p3
with the speed; thus the desired power changes (accelerationand
dLf5Cf3k31”at~LO12) would occur too slowly.

These disadvantages are avoided if for re&ulabion, instead of
B/P3> the quantity

B B 1J2p3—— —
m= P3 I?lP2

is used for regulation. This quantity differs from B/P3 prin-
ciya,llyin the factor P21XQ. As is evident from a previous
presentation of the compressor-characteristicsdiagram (refer-
ence 1), for a particular power plant pz/p~ is a functj.on of

/n//l ~ and T3/T1 and also of the pressure ratio in the turbine
nozzles as long as the critical pressure ratio is not reached.
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Because the regulator should correlate T3/Tl and n/~~ and the,.
- influence of,the pressure.ratio in the tur~ine nozzle can also be,

reflected in rough approximationby .consideration-ofits’variation
.

with n~{~~, P2/P3. closely approximates a function of n/~.
The same conditions apply to the”factor P3/P2. In the case of
regulation according to the criterion of optimum fuel consumption,
the quantity B/pl can therefore also be represented as a function
of n and T1. By means of small corrections to pl or p3, it
is po~sible to make the approximation still better, as in the case
of limitation of fuel quantity previously discussed.

In the region of higher power (relative to full power) the
function B/:>l = f(Tl,n) (or the corresponding function of B/p3)
is to be so chosen thab while keeping within the permissible limits
for speed and ~ae temperature the most advantageous fuel UtiliZELtiOII

yoseible is achieved and at full power both the maximum permissible
gas temperature ahead of the turbine and the maximum speed are
reached. In general, a course of regulator action independent of
the fl~.~htspeed will suffice here; the course is to be determined
from the specific data of the power plant in question.

As was previously shown, in the region of heavy loading results
somewhat better could be secured if, starting from full-power opera-
t~.on,with decreasing power at high flight speeds primarily the speed
is reduced but at low flight speeds primarily the gas temperature.
This function could be accounted for in a simple manner by allowing
the blade settin~ of the propeller to affect the selected speed in
such a manner that in the re~ion of low blade angles of incidence
the selected speed is increasedwith decreasing angle of incidence,
but not to exceed the maximum speed (fig. 6).

If it is necessary to have an automatic adjustment of the jet-
nozzle flow area rather than using, for example, manual adjustment
during take-off, the previously discussed reduction of the jet-
nozzle flow area for high power at low flight speeds, especially
for take-off, may be effected by a control that is a function of
the yressure ratio13 p#(pl - po) or of (P3 - po)/(pl - PO).

In this control a high de~ree of precision is unnecessary.

%’ms!tead of pl - PO) the total pressure correspondingto

the fli~ht speed may, of course, be used.

,-..,..
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If the propeller power must be limited for the protection of the
gearing, this regulatfi.on“mayso occur as a fur.ctionof the fue~Lquan-
tity that when a certain ihei quantity: corresponding in effect to
the maximum permissible gear l,oadin&,is reached w~.thfurther :-n-
crease in the fuel qu,antity,the jet-nozzle flow area is reducecl.
An exac”tinvestigator. of th:.sregulation was not actually uniier-
taken but it seercsyro?~ablenevertheless that it would of”ferno
fundamental difficulty.

If the raising of the back pressure of the turbine noticeably
affects the flow of air through the power plant and the consequent
approach to the pumpii~ limit of the comy’essor has a disa.dva.nta~oous
effect, it ma> be appropriate to iilstalla blowoff valve on the
combustion chwrnberso linked to the jet nozzle that)with a reduc-
tion of the jet-nozzle flow area,air or combustion gas, as the case
may be, is vented.

V. MODELS FOR CONTROL OF TURBINE-PROPELLER

JET POWER I’IAITTS

Figure 6 schematicall~-shows an example of the design of
controls for turbine-propeller jet power plants. The arrangements
for the setting and the ~imi.tationof the fuel quantity and fOr
the regulation 01’the pr~pelleri~lade setting, which may be in the
same form as for the jet engine - (inwhich the jet-nozzle flow area
is re~ulated instead af the mroneller-blaiiesetting) are sh~wn in
this fi~ure by solid lines; the-remaining arran&e?nentsby dashed
lines. In practice,the an-angeuents shown-by dashed lines (control
of the jet-nozzle flow area and modification cf the speed in cor-
relation with the propeller blade setti~) may presumably be partly
or wholly eliminated in many cases.

The arrangement here is such that in the entire operating
ran~e, at altitude as well as at sea level, substantiallythe whole
travel15 of the pilot’s control lever is utilized. With the

l%~Jiththe exce~tion of the arrangements for braking the pro-
peller and for effecting the feathered position of the propeller
that do not exist in the jet engine and are not treated.here.

l~sed at the suggestion of the Controls Development Subcom-

mittee of the Donau Works of the Kienzle Apparatus Co. in place of
the originally designed correlation of fuel quantity with piiot’s
control-lever travel.
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exceytion of idling operation and of the perhaps
...rnodlf’icat.ion..of.tv.~ speed in accordance with them. .,,
setting, eac’nposition of the pil.otts’’~orit,rul1~’ver a is, in this

19

almost unnecessal*y
propeller-b-lade.—....

system,-correlated with a certain.s-peedthat is selected by way of
the cam b and the lever c through shifting of the rod d and
regulated by the propeller regulator e in the usual manner by
clxm~i~ the setting of the propeller blades.

The cam surface f is also linked to the yil.ot’scontrol lever
a; it rotates in accordance with the position of the lever and is
shifted axially in accordance with the temperature ahead of the comp-
ressor” T~. The turning of the leiret g, which rests on the cam
Surf’ace f, corresponds to the value of B/pl, which - as pre-
viously shown is required - is function of n and T1 because of
the correlation between speed and the po~ition Of pilot’s control
lever. The lever G presses upon the roller h, which is bhifted
vertically by the pressure capsulel~ i as a function of PI in
such a maniierthat its ve&tical distance from the fulcrum of’the
lever g is approximately17 proportional to the pressure pl. The
horizontal shifting of the roller h, which is transmitted by way
of the plate k to the rod 2, is therefore proportional to the
fuel quantity B.

AS described in an earlier report~a, the settin~ of the fuel
quantity rate is accomplished} in effect, by alteration of the flow
area of the control valve m built into the fuel suppiy line. By
means o.fthe diaphragm n upon which the presslme difference across
the control valve m operates,the overflow valve 0, which allows
the excess f’uelpumped to drain off, is so actuated that the pres-
sure diffe~”enceacross the control valve m remains constant with
the result that the fuel quantity supplied to the injection nozzles
is proportional to the effective flow area of the control valve.

16The servo-amplifiersthat might be necessary at certain points
are omitted for the sake of simplicity because they are unnecessary
to a basic understanding of’the manner of operation.

17Small errors are introduced”,for example, by the variable
back pressure of the turbine and by the variation of combustion-
chamber efficiency with P1.

18The arrangement shown in figure 6 for the setting and limita-
tion of the fuel quantity corresponds substantiallyto that in fi~ure 8,
of reference 2.

..
.,
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If, an injection pump on the order of the Bosch pump is to be
used, the rod Z should he linked to the pump’s regulator lever,
The fact that in this case the fuel quamtity per revolution, and
not as previously the fuel quazytity per unit time, is selected can
be essentially accour.ted for by merely altering the form of the
regulating surfaces f and p retaining the same construction
of the regulating syshem.

The cam surface
speedl-g existing at
with the temperature
of the fuel quantity
ahead of the turbine

P) which is rotated in accordance with the
the moment and shifted axially in accordance
ahead of the turbinej serves in the limitation
when the maximum permissible gas temperature
is reached and when the pumpiilglimit of the

comTre,ssor is approached. In the arrangement shown in figure 6,
the rotation of the lever q corresponds to the maximum permissible
value of B/p3 at each moment. The roller r, which rests against
the lever q, is linked to the pressure capsule s, which responds
to the pressure P3. The vertical distance of the roller r from
the fulcrum of the lever q is appi”oximately proportional to the
Pressure p~; its horizontal position corresponds to the maximum
permissible value of B. If the pilot’s control lever is so actuated
as to select a greater fuel quantity, the plate t mounted on the
rod Z is brought up against the roller r; this action limits
the travel of the rod 1 and therefore the fuel quantj.ty to the
maximum permissible value.

If it should become necessary to ailow for the influence of
the back pressure behind the turbine PA upon the quantity of gas
doing work, instead of the simple pressure caysule s, a pressure
caymle and a capsule responding to the pi-essure difference P3 - P4
ai”ranged in tandem may be used.20

The fuel quantity set by the cam surface f is to be so
ad~usted that at partial load it always lies below the maximum

%he actual speed, which is to be used here, may temporarily
differ considerably from the selected propeller speed in sudden
changes of power.

20As a further improvernentj the fact that the influence of the
back pressure decreases at higher values of the pressure ratio T5/P4
may also be accounted for by means of a correction capsule responding
to the pressure p4 which, coming into contact with the capsule
responding to the pressure difference p3 - P4 at a specified value
of the pressure ratio P3/P4? operates at higher values of this
ratio to oppose the action of the second capsule.
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yermissiblk quantity. Hence ‘thelimitation of the fuel quantity
by the cam surface p will take effect only,at full Ioad,and during
acceleration. In this connection, it appears appropriate to u~e the
cam surface p for the exact determination of the fuel quantity at
fL!llload. -The exact determination of’the maximum fuel quantity :
dLlringacceleration is important because it assures the greatest
acceleration that is ‘possiblewithout endangering the power plant.21

Because for the maximum fuel quantity the quotient B/pi may
also be represented as a function of n and T,l, the pressure
capsule s may be eliminated and the cam surface p, which then,
of course, would have a substantially different shape, may be allowed
to actuate the lever g (fig. 6(a)). The advantage of this arrange-
ment lies in its simplici-ty;the advantage of the previously,described
arrangement (fig. 6) lies in the relatively small influence of n
and Tl, therefore a rather low accuracy suffices in the response
to these values and the cam surface p assumes a simpler shape.
Furthermore, changes in the compressor-characteristicsdiagram have
a .1OSSmarked effect. Conversely, with variations of the turbine-
nozzle flow area and with regard to the influence of the turbine
back pressure, the~arra~ement in fi~~~re6 would in principle be
more advantageotls,the more so if an injection pump on the order
of the Bosch pumps is used because of the smaller influence of the
speed.

The assumption may be made that with the arrangements described
and without additional apparatus, a minimum limit for the fuel
quantity can be effectuated. However, exact evidence on this point
is unavailable.

If with regard to the pumping limit of the compressor at full

power a limitation of the speed at a certain value of n/fi is
more advantageous than a limitation of the fuel quantity, this
limitation may be accomplished by means of a stop lug u that is
shifted in accordance with T~ and, at low values of Tl, limits
the speed to values below the maximum speed.

The scheme of regulation so far “describedmay also be used in
unaltered form for the control of jet engines, the only exception
being that the selected speed is established by alteration of the
jet-nozzle flow area instead of by,alteration of the propeller pitch.
For the turbine-propeller jet power plant the devices to be sub-
sequently described may be added.

211t is l~ossiblethat during acceleration, that is, at speeds
below the max~mum speed, a somewhat higher gas temperature may be
permissible than in steady operation.
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If in reduchg yower from full power
high flight speeds a sharper reductioilof
flight speeds, the left end of the lever

it is desire~ to have at
the speed than at low
c is no longer fixed to

the frame but is shifted ver$icqlly by the cam disk V. in accordance
with a function of the propoller-blade setting. The position
reached by the rod d corresponds as previously to the speed to
be established. The sb.a:pes cf the cam disks v and b can be so
correlated. that in hor5zonta.1 flight the desired deyendenco of the
~ped 011 the position of the yi,lot!scontrol lever is secui-ed. In
climbing flight, the aaximu.wspeed is already reach.edat less than
full power. By means of the stop iug w, a~ainst which, in this
arrangement, the rod d comes to rest, the speed is held constant
as the power output cor.stantlyincreases.

If an automatic control of the jet-nozzle flow area as a function
of (P3-Po)/(Pl-po) is desired, this pressure ratio may be accounted

for by the usual systems. In v~.ewof’the low accuracy that will
sUff~.@ here, however, a sirc@er arrangement will be obtained if,
fcr example, a piston u upon which the pressure difference P3-PO
opei-atesis installed.in opposition.to a diaphragm p, having a
variable effective area, upon which the yressurd difference ?)~-p.

operates. In order to obtain the variation of the effective area
of the diaphragm, there are mounted movably on the rod Y, whiCh
carries the piston a and the diayhragm 13, a series of concentric
sleeves 8, c. In the reg:tonof higher values of the yressure ratio
(P~-Po)/(P@o), these sleeves transmit to the rod Y the force

exerted upon them by the diaphragm P, whereas with decreasing
pressure ratio the sleeves come to rest, each in turn, against the
housing ~. As the e~fective area of the diaph~agm to which the
force exerted upon the rod y corresyo-nds,there then remains
only the area within the sleeve that is in contact. The rod y,
is thus shifted in steps as the pressure ratio changes and a17JaYs
at the same yressure rat?.osjindependentlyof the absoluto pres-
sures. The adjustment of the jet nozzle takes place as a function
of the rotation of the lever ~. If the two end positions will
serve all Iurposesj the alteration Of the effective area of the
diaphragm is, of course, unnecessary.

If adjustment of the jet nozzle to prevent the overs”bcyping
of a certain gear loading is necessary) this control of the j~t
nozzle can be effected, for example, as a function of the movement
of the rod Z by Deans of the lever 6 and the cam disk ~ ~
which when a certain fuel quantity is exceeded rota-testhe lever
rl to the left.



VI. AIIRINDIX. DERIVATION 0~’EQUA!TIONFOR MOST ADVANTAGEOUS
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DIVISIO?JOF TOWER OVTFU’TBI!N?WEENTUREINE AND JET NOZZIJ3

(SMOLSA3 GI~oN I%. 4A.ND5.),,.

If computations are based, in the customti.rymanner, uyon the
adialm.ticwork of expansion.relatively complicated equations, which
are not easy to comprehend.,are obtained because of the necessity of
accouniing,for the recoverable hoe,tof friction. For the p~pose~
of’this ruport, it is the~efore al~proyriateto “~asethe computations
‘Avonthe ~olytropic curve: ‘;heexponent of which corresponds to a
mean eft’i;iencyof the tu~’b:ne.

The relation between the polytropj.cand the adiabatic curves
for a yoint on the expansion curve !.s,of course, obtained from the
equation

n.:-l ~G-l
_— = ‘I%t-pol‘G

%

where nG iS the eXpOnOnt of the polytropic and KG of the adiabatic
curve. The polytropic w“orkof exctansion Lpol pe;L” kilo~~~m O? combus-
tion gas at the pressure ratio pj/pI1 may bb cox~?utoilfron the cor-
responding adiabatic wo::kof expa~sion Lad bj’meaiisOf the equation

usinf;a

‘l%-t-:pol
used in

mean value for K-, A mean vd.u.eof tho tu~bine efficiency
will be used for”deterniningall polytrnpic curves to be

connection with tke fol.lowiag::elaiions.
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lf ‘total-pol denotes the total polytropic work of expansion
between p3 and Po, L*t-pol the polytropic work of expansion in
the turbine (computed on the total pressures ahead of and behind
the turbine), and ‘d-pol the polytroyic work of expansion in the

jet nozzle (c~mputed on the total pressure behind the turbine
and po), the following equation applies exactly for constant

~*t-pol and within the 1~.mitsin question here it applies for

variable 7*t-Pol in close approximation:

Ltotal-gol = ‘*t-pol +L d-pol

In this equation, the codling-air requirements of the turbine have
been disregarded; the power cost of the cooling can be allowed for
in the turbine efficiency value.

The jet velocity W5 is found from

‘,=~d’-=qd,/2g(Ltotal-pol-L*~-~ol‘

(g, acceleration of gl”avity) in connection with which the difference
between the velocity coefficients cpd as computed on polytropic
and on adiabatic expansion is to be disregarded. The jet thrust
Ss per kilogram of combustion gas per second that is imparted to
the power plant by the flowing gas is thenas follows where m
denotes the fuel-air-mixtureratio:

gram
work

From

The work ~-w transmitted to the propeller ehaft per kilo-
of combustion gas is as follows where L~ is the compressor
per kilogram of combustion gas:

‘p-w =

the corresponding
computed the propeller
-persecond as follows:

Lt-L; = L*t-pol T*t-pol - ‘;

propulsive work L -v of the propeller is
thrust Sp Yper ki ogram of combustion gas
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.. ,., ,,. . . .,
Lp”v

s =:~-. , ....”
1? o

From S~ and Sn is obt”ained tk.b ‘total thrust

s= s~ i- Sp

With a change in the division of power out-put,the operating
conditions remaining the same otherwise (that is, p2/p~9 Toy Po)
Wo, T3, n, and A being constant),22 the total thrust S and
also the spectfic fue,lconsumption reaches its best value w’hen

&s d SB d SD
——. = _ ..—— -t..- = o

that is,

1 d +@-v+ ----—— = o
W. d L-Et-po~

By insertion of tke equation for W5 and from the following equation

d Lp-v d Lp-v d Lp-w d l.lP-V d L.~
= —— ——- = — — . .——.
dLDwd L%t.pol .- ~ L*t.pol d Lp-w d L*-t-Tol

is obtai~..ed

~d~ 1 d Lp-v d-w o

+
- — — —. —._

=

w~ W. d Lp-w d L*t-pol

and from this equation the jet velocity corresponding to the most
advantageous division of power

221f the critical velocity is not reached in the turbine nozzles,
the constant pressure ratio in the com~)ressorwill actually correspond
to small deviations of the speed (and hence also of the advance
ratio h), which, however, will be disregarded in the following
treatment because they are not of any great importance for the final
resuit,
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cyd2

w50pb
—.= ~..—---

p-v d Lt
— — —. —..

i~p -w d L*t-Tol

Therefore

wo

d Np.v _ d (w. Sv)d ‘P-v . ._._-– - W. dk~ dks
..— z ——=1—

d (QpLP..TT) d Vp
= = VP + Lp.w

d Lp-v d Ly-w

d ~n d VP (I7
??

= ?7) + –—”J—- = ..- — —.— = m
d (ln Lp.w) ‘P +‘p + d (~n NY.w). d (ln kl)

= l-l~p

by introductionof the “differeiltialefficiency” qan as a nuw
characteristic value.

.

By analogy

d Lt d q*d(7*t-pol L*t-pol~ t-pol
= ——— .....—— — = —..- —~*t.To~ + ‘*t-pol d L-X-

d L*t-pol d L+-t-pol t-pol

with T*bt-pol as a new characteristic

With these new characteristic values

= 7* 6t”pol

value.

cpd2
—-— w‘50pt =

~8p ~*6t-pol
o
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For very low flight syeeds, especially for a speed of zero, another
form of.this, relation is.,more adyantageou.s. @om

walks
%.w .d5=.&._

d Np.w 0 dNp.w Up d kz

it follows that

suMMARY

Mathematical investigationsof the behavior of turbine-propeller
jet power plants under various operating conditions, computed on the
assum~tion of constant efficiencies of the component units, have shown
that the most advantageous correlation between the ratio of temperature
ahead of the turbine to atmospheric temperature and the pressure ratio
in the compressor Is almost independent of the flight syeed if the
propeller efficiency is constant, and that a precise maintenance of
the most advantageous correlation is unnecessary. Rather considerable
variations may also be permitted from the jet-nozzle flow areas
computed for the most advantageous division of the drop between
turbine and jet nozzle, without incurring any important loss in
power or in specific fuel consumption. Contrary to these gener-
alized results, however, the numerical values computed cannot be
applied without modification to an actual power plant because the
assumption of constant efficiencies of the component units is in
reality inaccurate.

It is possible by means of a simple representation to observe
the course of the operating points in the propeller-characteristics
diagram.

A relation is derived for the most advantageous jet velocity
with variable efficiencies of the component units, which shows that
this most advantageous jet velocity and the corresponding Jet-nozzle
flow area differ not “inconsiderablywhen account is taken of the
,variablepropeller efficiency from the values computed for constant
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efficiencies. As a ‘result of thi,s, t,he differences in the ~ost
advantageous jet,.nozz’le flow areaq:u.nde~ various oyerating” condi-
tions become substantially smaller than for constant efficiencies;
therefore the prospect is that alteration of the jet-nozzle f’lcw
area may be eliminate? over a large range of,,operating conditions.
In general$ i-t is only for”ful~ power at veiy low flight ~i?e~~.s~
particularly ?Ln tako-o:!f’,that a reduction of the jet-nozzle flow
al”’eawould l?roviiLe a substantial illCreaS~Of the tOtal thl’LISt.

A simyle possibility for designinG the control cons~Lsts in
~’e~u,latingthe quctieiltof fuel quantity and pressure ahead of
the comprefisoras afunctton of the ppeed and the temperature
ahead of the comprec80r, or vice versa. In thisconnection the
speed is established.by.~lteration of the blade position of the
variable-gitch propeller in the customary manner. To this arrange-
ment a“readded the arrangements described in a previous report for
the-limitation of the fuel qlantity. It may be necessary to provide
a variation of the jet-nozzle fl,owarea for high pGwer at very low
flight speeds and for the avoidance of an overstepping of the per-
missible gear loading.

A samyle design sets forth an ap~~>op~iatesystem for the
control of the turbine-propel~er jet ~{>weiaplant. With ‘theexcep-
tion of certainauxiliary devices required under gertain circum-
stances fo~ the turbine-propeller’jet power plant, thifisystem is
one that can be used ~.nunaltered.f(>i-mfbr the ~oi~ti’olof jet
engines, in which.case t“heapeed i’sestablished by alteration of
the jet-nozzle f’LGwm’ea instead of by alt~rat,ionof the Position
of the propeller bla~es.

In fui-ther,investi~ationsthe evidence now available w:lI.
be su~plernentedand ,therebya number of questions that could so
far be treated only In broad outline will be.further clarified.

Translation by Edward S. Shafer,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure 1. - Temperature ratios T3/To and T3/Tl as functions

o-f pressure ratio p2Jpl for various values of b~lb~min and

various Mach numbers Ma. computed for turbine-propeller

jet power plant with optimum division of power output and

assuming constant efficiencies of component units

(nl-pol = 0“85; ~“t-pol = 0“75; np = 0.75; ?St = 0.90;
~~ = 0.95; ~t = 0.94; ~d = 0.96; Ps = p~). For the in-

fluence of variable efficiency of propeller see section

IJz.
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Figure 2. - Ratio of jet- no~zle flow area Fd to turbine-

nozzle flow area Ft as function of thrust coefficient

~ = S/Ft P. for Mach numbers Ma. = 0.3 and 0.7 and for

various pressure ratios p2/pl and temperature ratios

T3/ To computed for turbine-propeller jet power plant with

optimum division of power output and assuming constant

efficiencies of component units (q -pol = 0.85;

v*t-pol = 0.75; qp = 0.75; ~st = 0.90; ~b = 0.95;

Pt = 0.94; ~d = 0.96; p3 = p2).
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Figure 3. - Ratio of jet-nozzle flow area Fd to turbine-

nozzle flow area Ft as function of thrust coefficient G

for two Mach numbers Ma. at that division of power output

at which b~ and q each differ by 2 percent from optimum

values b~min and Omax for optimum division of power;

computed for turbine-propeller jet power plant with con-

stant efficiencies of component units (values as for
fig. 1) for correlation of T3/Tl with p2/p, corresponding

to b~/b Smin = I as in figure 1.
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Ratio of jet-nozzle flow area ‘d
to turbine-

nozzle flow area Ft as function of thrust coefficient c

for two Mach numbers Ma. at that division of power output

at which b~ and q each differ by 2 percent from optimum

values bsmin and ~max for optimum division of power;

computed for turbine- propeilef jet power plant with con-

stant efficiencies of component units (values as for

fig. 1) for correlation of T3/T, with p2/pl corresponding

to bslbsmin = I as in figure 1.
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Figure 5. - Characteristic ~alue ~1 as function of ‘I (see

section ml for Mach numbers Ma. = 0.3 and 0.7, various

pressure ratios p2/pl, and temperature ratios T31T0 com-

puted for a turbine-propeller jet power plant with opti-
mum division of power output and assuming constant

efficiencies of component units. ‘~1-pol = 0.85;

n“t-pol = 0.75; VP = 0.75; ~~t = .0.90; ~b = 0.95;

Pt = 0.94; ~d = 0.96; p~ = pz).
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Fig. 6 NACA TM NO. 1172
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Devices requi red in general for turbine.-
propeller jet (and for Jet) power plant

Auxiliary devices for turbine-propel Ier
Jet power plant that in many cases wil I

be unnecessary ( invest igat ions not yet

comp I eted ) .

Auxi I iary devices that may in some

el

cases be necessary for turbine-propel Ier

jet and jet power plants.

Figure 6. - Diagram of model for controls of turbine-

propeller jet power plant.
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Figure 6(a). - Another possible arrangement for limitation
of fuel quantity.
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